
smartdept. inc. is a nationwide creative, digital, and marketing  
talent resource headquartered in Chicago. We provide companies  
with freelance, contract, direct hire, and contract-to-hire candidates.  
Our ability to service customers of all sizes, while still taking a  
boutique approach to service, allows us the best chance to cultivate  
the successful relationships we value.

smartdept. inc. expertise is in creative, digital, and marketing staffing

We stay in our lane! That’s a fancy way of saying we stick to staffing 
what we know (that’s creative, digital, and marketing, BTW) and after  
20 years, trust me when I say, “we know!” Let me put it to you another 
way. Would you ask your mail carrier to pull your sore tooth?

Staying in our lane means we won’t recruit for positions outside of our 
niche (unless you’re begging); it also means that at our core, we are 
creatives placing creatives, the depth of our candidate pool reflects 
our knowledge of the industry, we are on top of changes in our niche 
(because it is our sole focus), and because we are experts in our field  
we don’t have to make promises we can’t keep!

Need more convincing? Drop us a line at getsmart@thesmartdept.com  
to start a conversation, and check out our latest blog on the subject.
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WE’RE A CREATIVE, DIGITAL, AND MARKETING TALENT RESOURCE

“One of the things I enjoy about 

working for smartdept is that 

they always hire smart, like-

minded people. I really enjoy 

the fact that I not only am able 

to use my skills effectively, but I 

also work with great colleagues 

and contemporaries. I love 

being on the same wavelength 

with my work teams, and 

I’m grateful to smartdept for 

providing those opportunities.” 

Gordon, Chicago
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